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AUTHORS REMARK 
The present English edition of the German original: Grundlagen der Gruppoid-
und Gruppentheorie (1960) differs from the latter only by some insignificant details 
in which it conforms to the Czech edition (1962). 
Since the original work contains a number of new concepts for which adequate 
English terms had be found, the translation was not easy and I wish to thank 
Dr. M. BoBfrvKOVA for the care with which she treated it. I also take this oppor­
tunity to thank Mrs. O. FIALOVA for invaluable technical help in preparing the 
manuscript and, last but not least, to the VEB Deutscher Verlag der Wissen-
schaften who have offered to publish an English translation of my work. I t is the 
friendly help due to their indefatigable endeavour to foster further development 
of mathematical sciences which led to the final result. 
Brno, Apríl 1972 O. BOBŮVKA 
